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Editorial
I wanted to write a long editorial, but what the fuck, if you want to know how I feel about 
today’s Death and Black metal worlds just have a look at these pages.
In the beginning this issue was supposed to be huge. I have written hundreds of reviews that 
I slowly uploaded on my webzine (same name as this one, just online) but obviously time 
dragged on and they all became quite old. I have dome some more and I saved them this time 
for the paper “newsletter” you have in your hands now. 
I won’t really say much more. We’re living in interesting times. Great bands, great labels, 
of course I am suffering from nostalgia when I hear my old demo tapes and fanzines, but never 
in my life I’d go back in time to the 1994-2000 time frame. 
As I was saying before, the fanzine was supposed to be huge but you know what? I got tired 
of ultradetailed, super professional writing and huge fanzines you can’t even keep in your 
hands. I wanted something you can read in a few days on your toilet. Fanzines are a differ-
ent matter today than they were in the ‘90s when Nuclear Abominations was born, after all. 
You can hear any band I mention here with two clicks and an Internet connection. So I won’t 
stress too much details on the sound, centering my review on my personal opinions about the 
release itself. If you like it, or even if you don’t, get in touch at info@nuclearabomina-
tions.com.

Mick

No. Issue III of your favorite “Brutal Bestial Bastard Splatter Cannibal Death Gore Publica-
tion” (that was the punchline when the ‘zine first came out in 1995) is not ready yet. It has 
been in the works since basically 2004 and lots of stuff has either become obsolete or has 
been dropped off over time. In a few days the Nuclear Abominations fest will take place so I 
just remembered that “perfect is the enemy of the good” and so here it is, a newsletter that 
combines pieces of reviews and interviews collected in the past fw years. A lot of interviews 
that were supposed to be published here were never replied to. Among these APATOR, ANAL BIRTH 
and BESTIAL SUMMONING. In any case a couple of interviews will do I think. I am not sure I 
will still indulge in the massive project of doing a real paper zine, reverting to a simpler, 
less pretentious mean that is a paper newsletter. Anachronistic of course, just like the mu-
sic it deals with after all.
As usual, stay away from shitty gay music like stoner, doom, HM and technical metal and main-
tain your roots in sweage gore, horror and satainic warnoise!
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That’s it.

Thanklist
This fanzine is once more dedicated to my old friend 
Marco Dondi. May you rest in pieces, friend.

I know it’s 2020 and people send digital 
files over the Internet, but I could not care 
less. I will take time to listen to every-
thing I get on physical format and make a 
honest review of that on te webzine or here 
on the next newsletter. Everything on the 
newsletter will also go online eventually, 
so the web is the final receptacle of every 
review. 
Avoid sending promos if you play doom/ston-
er, political grind, technical Death Metal or 
“cold” scandinavian Black Metal, unless you  
want to be made fun of.

Michele Toscan
via San Donnino 13
41013 Castelfranco Emilia (MO)
Italy

I have two big dogs, two big ovens, plenty of 
space and an axe, think twice before thinking 
about paying avisit.



Interment’s new album “Scent of the Buried” to be released on Pulverised Records/Dark Descent 
on April 1st.
March 6th, 2016 is the release date for Sindrome’s “Resurrection – The Complete Collection” 
discograohy. 
Gonorrhea Breath/Fecalizer split Cd out March 1st as a collaboration between Gore Cannibal 
Records, Bizarre Leprous and a new up start label Nail Jar Records.
Swine Infection new tape on Crushing Humanity, limited to 100+25 copies.
PUTREFACTION PESTILENCE - Forensic interpretation of postmortal blood samples of cadaverously 
decomposed bodies. After 4 years of inactivity, a new release full of pathological diarrhoeic 
toilet pitchshifted Noise/Goregrind. Coming soon Mid-2016
Cover art for the upcoming ERUCTATION - The Fumes of Putrefaction (1992-1995) CD, by Ola 
Sjöberg, who will also handle the layout. Due out on April 25th. “The Fumes of Putrefaction 
(1992-1995)”, from the obscure yet amazing Swedish band ERUCTATION, will compile everything 
they ever recorded: the 3 songs from the cult “Demo #1” (1992), 5 songs from 1994 that were 
meant to be out as an EP that unfortunately never got to see the light of day, and 2 songs 
from the last recording session in 1995. Those expecting the typical Swedeath trademark sound 
will be extremely disappointed, as these Swedes drew their influences from the fine days of 
the old Floridian scene (Morbid Angel, Death, Malevolent Creation, Atheist...) and other Eu-
ropean legends such as Morgoth and Asphyx. Catchy yet pummeling riffs, raspy vocals, a pound-
ing rhythm section... This CD will be nothing short of just anything that any fan of anachro-
nistic Death Metal could ever wish for!!!
PACCIANI / GANGRENOUS ERYTHROMELALGIA / RECTAL FISSURE HEMORRHOIDS / INTRACRANIAL HYPOTENSION 
4WAY SPLIT Land Of Fog Records 2016 
NEW RELEASES Rotten Death Core Mutilation PRODS: Cephalophore / Cystoblastosis / Meatal ulcer 
/ Chaotic Sound 4-Way Split TAPE!!!! 
RDCM 014 Human Pancake/Sarcoptes split tape
RDCM 015 Skin Devouring Chaos demo tape
RDCM 016 Intravenous Poison/Nekrokyrpa split tape
RDCM 017 Cock Spitting Vaginal Juice/Ingrown/Mandingo Madness/
Regurgimentação Necrovaginal Sangrenta 4 ways split tape
RDCM 018 Phlegmsepsia/Leukoencephalopathy/The Babykiller/Agonizing Death 4 ways split tape
RDCM 019 Skin Devouring Chaos full album tape
RDCM 020 Punctured Esophagus full album tape
RDCM 021Anal Shake/Vomit split tape
Not necessarily in that order will come out!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16-武武武武武武 (Cybernetic Dystopian Gore Grind)/Traumatic Brain Injury (Pathological Gore-
grind) split tape out now.
Purulent Semen Records strikes back again... Don’t ask me why, but that’s it. The first two 
new releases will be, co-released with Organopexic Gorenoise Records: -POSTMORTEM NEUROFES-
TISH BIONECROSIS: CD release compiling all the stuff recorded by the band. -RANCID CEREBRAL 
TUMOUR / IxCxSxP: CD Split with these two brutal and disgusting bands. The two releases will 
be ULTRA-PRO FULL COLOUR CD-R’s editions. More news in the next days…
Waiting for the test pressing of our split 12” with MODORRA. Expect an April release by 
Plague Island recs in Europe and Morgue Ritual recs in the USA. Listen here “Postmortem part-
ner” and go fuck some corpse at your nearest cemetery while you wait: https://thebodybag.
bandcamp.com/album/split-12-w-modorra 
New track from Finnish Death Metal Sepulchral Curse “Envisioned in Scars“ from the EP At the 
Onset of Extinction (December)
New from Me Saco Un Ojo: ATARAXY – The Tomb (limited yellow vinyl), ABJVRATION – The Un-
quenchable Pyre LP
Death Worship is a super band composed by Deathlord of Abomination and War Apocalypse (Con-
queror/Blasphemy): AxeViolence, - Nocturnal Grave Desecrater and Black Winds (Blasphemy): 
WarCommands, - J. Read 
(Conqueror/Revenge/AxisOfAdvance): Session DoomHammers
Uterus prods released a split 7” between Gore and Hipermenorrhea
LSO Records rerelased Hipermenorrhea debuit, Hipermenorrea/Septic Autopsy/Putrefacto Hedor 
Cadaverico/Anatomical Plastination 4 way
VOMITOR - Prayers to Hell studio rehearsal LP What was a simple plan to rehearse prior to 
2013’s Satan’s Escalation tour turned out to be a live rehearsal in a fully equipped studio 
in the centre of Dublin that was committed to tape for posterity purposes.
TORMENTOR (MEX) “BEHOLDING THE ENDLESS PESTILENCE” TAPE (TFH57) “A collection of both demos 
from 1989.  Infernal Death Thrash Metal from Mexico with members of mighty SHUB NIGGURATH. 
Out later this month through Terror From Hell Records
Deinos Necromantis, new Mortem album out on Iron Pegasus
Dark Blasphemy to release an Anguish discography
Garbage Bondage records, a new Russian goregrind label has a couple releases planned GB01 - 
Maggots In A Bloated Corpse - Descarnado Por Larvas, tape, GB02 - Phlegmsepsia / xIxCxSxPx 
, split tape, GB03 - Maggots In A Bloated Corpse - Rancid Visceral Putrefaction , tape each 
limited to 40! garbagebondage@mail.ru 
Decomposing Serenity/Proctalgia out on LSO records
Alarma Records & Lymphatic Sexual Orgy Records proudly presents: finally the Re-edition of 
the Hipermenorrea “Lymphadenectomy for Carciona....” 1st full album + as bonus tracks the 
Split tracks with Excrement, totally re-mastered.
Hipermenorrea/Septic Autopsy/Putrefacto Hedor Cadaverico/Anatomical Plastination out soon
Syrüp Hẽad released new Vermonous Laceration “Cryptofuxa”
Crypts of Eternity Productions proudly presents..... EMINENT SHADOW - Perverted Liturgy 7ep
 

Outdated News
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Apator

NA - I was wondering if Apator is still some-
what on hold and if you were intersted in 
doing a short interview for my fanzine.

APATOR - I prefer you doing a review on my 
tracks instead of an interview.

- END

APATOR  will be releasing my first Cd “Mil-
waulk My Mauling Way” soon and selling it via 
Bandcamp.

Discography

Apator / Verpus - We Hatefully Await The 
Return Of Christ ẽ(Cass, Ltd) Not On 
Label none 1992  1 
 
Apator’s Stiff Cock Points At The Heavenly 
Sky ẽ(Cass, Ltd) Not On Label (Apator 
Self-released) none 1993  
1 
 
Your Mother Should Have Had An Abortion 
ẽ(Cass, Ltd) Not On Label (Apator Self-re-
leased) none 1993  1 
 
Apator Barks The Smile Off Your Stupid Het-
erosexual Face ẽ(Cass, Ltd) Not On Label 
(Apator Self-released) none 1994  
1 
 
Fifteen Unholy Centimetres ẽ(Cass, Ltd) 
Not On Label (Apator Self-released) 
none 1995  1 
 
Guilty Of Down-Syndrome ẽ(Cass, Ltd) 
Not On Label (Apator Self-released) 
none 1995  1 
 
King Of The Juice ẽ(Cass, S/Sided, Ltd) 
Not On Label (Apator Self-released) 
none 1996  1 
 
Meet The Meat ẽ(File, MP3, 320) Not On 
Label none 2011  1 
Singles & EPs
 
Apator / Exmortes - Apator Masturbates In 
Praise Of Black Satan... / Total Hate ẽ(7”) 
Not On Label DQS 8252 1991  
1 
Compilations
 
You Would Love To Suck Apator’s Cock. He 
Won’t Let You Do It!!! ẽ(Cass, Comp, Ltd) 
Not On Label (Apator Self-released) 
none 1993  1 
Miscellaneous
 
Een Dwingende Stem ẽ(Cass, S/Sided, Ltd) 
Not On Label (Apator Self-released) 
none 1991  1 
 
Sieg Geil ẽ(Cass, S/Sided, Ltd) Not On 
Label (Apator Self-released) none 
1995  1 
 
One Hell Of A Homo ẽ(Cass, S/Sided, Ltd) 
Not On Label (Apator Self-released) 
none 1995  1 
1 – 13 of 13 Show 



Main player of the gorenoise movement of the 
last ten-years-plus is one Bobby Maggard. He 
runs RSS records and plays in a shitload of 
very noisy, very gory projects. Let’s dive 
deep in this history of mental illness!

---------------------------------------------

NA: Hi, please introduce yourself a bit. 
How’s life in Arkansas and how was it like to 
grow up there? Are you anywhere close to the 
nuclear power plant and did it somehow influ-
ence your creation processes, eh eh?
BM: Hey Mick...thanks for the interview!  I 
appreciate it immensely.  I’m Bobby Maggard, 
though, owner/operator/sole proprietor of a 
small D.I.Y. record label known as Regurgi-
tated Stoma Stew Prods., which has been in 
operation since late 2008.  I’ve been making 
music / noise / chaos longer than I’ve been 
running a label, and have been doing my own 
thing with projects and such since 2002/2003, 
which I’m still doing in full force these 
days, granted the project list is way small-
er than it used to be.  I work as a butcher 
/ Assistant Meat Market Manager in a grocery 
store.  I like beer.  I like cheesy 80’s com-
edies, older horror movies, sci-fi / fantasy, 
Star Wars, porn (for masturbation’s sake), 
bacon, chocolate, dark humor, exploitation 
films, cats, robots of all genders and races, 
and moonlit walks on the beach.  I think that 
about sums it up.

NA: How long have you been into grind and 
noise and when you first got involved in DIY 
gorenoise/goregrind? When was, in general, 
your first approach with music and how did 
it develop over time into Regurgitated Sto-
ma Stew and related? What are your favor-
ite bands and do you ever plan to work with 
them in the future? Do you like to listen 
to different genres or mostly goregrind and 
gorenoise?
BM: I got into the grind stuff, like, when 
I was in my early teens, which at the time 
I had been militantly listening to the clas-
sic death metal stuff such as Death, Cannibal 
Corpse, Suffocation, Morbid Angel, Gorguts, 
etc.  The interest in goregrind largely came 
from a guy on the school bus calling me a 
“pussy” because I didn’t know who Carcass 
were.  That peeked my interest and I begged 
my old man to buy the first 2 Carcass re-
cords for me on tape + Regurgitate’s “Effort-
less Regurgitation...” tape at a local music 
store, and from there on in I was hooked.  
The noise stuff came naturally shortly after 
when I heard stuff, like, Biocyst and Anal 
Birth for the first time.  I got into doing 
my own thing with simply because I wanted to 
put my own spin on the genre I had ultimately 
fallen in love with, and, well...been doing 

rial is dog shit, though, and is never spo-
ken of...HA!  Regurgitated Stoma Stew Prods. 
/ running the label thingy came much later 
out of a necessity to release some new re-
cordings I had at the time, and everyone I 
knew (again, at the time) who had a label was 
either quitting or on a break, so, I said, 
“Fuck it, I’ll throw a label together, figure 
out a name, and just release these 2 releas-
es I got under that label moniker and then 
call it good”.  Well, it didn’t work out that 
way as more and more people were interested 
in this “RSSP label”, and, well...I couldn’t 
let anybody down, right?  So, from there, the 
label was inadvertently born.  The rest, as 
they say, is history. Favorite bands? All-
time faves are definitely stuff such as (but 
certainly not limited to) Last Days Of Hu-
manity, Autophagia, Lymphatic Phlegm, Carnal 
Trash, Dysmenorrheic Hemorrhage, Regurgitate, 
Hemdale, Feculent Goretomb, Biocyst, etc.  
And, of course, I would LOVE to work with any 
of those guys; definitely be a dream come 
true!  I heard a rumor (not sure if it’s val-
id or not as the rumor mill usually tends to 
be purely a product of hearsay and completely 
unreliable) that Andre Luiz from Lymphatic 
Phlegm really digs Gangrene Discharge, and a 

it ever since, and still feel as passionate 
about it as I did “back in the day”, y’know?  
My first approach in going solo with my own 
recording was probably Clit Disassembly, but 
before that was Infester, which I shared for 
the longest with my buddy Hector Aartiquez, 
who was the bassist.  Clit Disassembly mate-
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Lymphatic / Gangrene split would be fucking 
EPIC, man.  But, ehhhh...who am I to ask for 
a split with someone as legendary as those 
guys, y’know?  But, ya never know.  I may 
grow a set of balls and ask, but, haha, don’t 
hold your breath.

NA: Did you start with a label or a band and 
which were your first relevant projects both 
band-wise and label-wise? 
BM: A project happened first, and that proj-
ect was Infester.  I wanted to get a band 
started with that effort, but we couldn’t 
find a reliable enough drummer.  So, I said, 
“Fuck it...I’LL program the damn drums”, and 
that’s how Infester came into being.  The la-
bel came much, much later, again, purely out 
of necessity rather than purpose.  My first 
few projects were as follows, though: Infest-
er, Enterorrhagia, Urinary Tract Infection 
From Severe Pus Clots, Clit Disassembly, and 
Bundled Bowels.  Bundled Bowels ended a long 
time ago and never made it past 2 record-
ings, Clit Disassembly sucks, UTIFSPC ended a 
few years back (2013 / 2014, I believe..?), 
Enterorrhagia I finally retired about a year 
ago, I think, and Infester I actually brought 
back about a couple years ago, and is now 
functioning completely as a solo project 
these days.

NA: Do you miss your early days and is it any 
different today than years ago? Maybe someone 
from that time you regret not seeing anymore?
BM: I kinda do, honestly.  I miss the com-
radery that the “scene” seemingly had back 
in the days of Myspace, when it seemed as 
if people were more willing to help you out 
with getting your sound out there or shar-
ing a split with you, rather than stab you in 
the back or steal your shit and pass it on as 
their own, you know what I mean?  The “scene” 
has changed a great deal, and it’s actually 
really fucking sad to see the lack of people 
helping each other out, man.  There seems to 
be a lot more people helping themselves than 
worrying about showing support to this per-
son or that person, man; “What can YOU do for 
ME?”, y’know?  Maybe it’s just from where 
I’m sitting at or maybe it’s my age talking, 
but it seems like the scene’s spawned more 
backstabbers, thieves, flakes, self-cen-
tered “rock stars”, and rip-offs these days 
then back in the early 2000’s.  Don’t get me 
wrong, not everyone’s like that because there 
are still some good dudes out there, thank 
goodness, but they really seem to be few and 
far between, y’know?  It may sound harsh, but 
I’m not going to lie to anyone, and, hey - 
truth’s truth.  And, yeah, I can think of a 
couple people that I miss not seeing anymore, 
but they have their reasons for not being 
around, and I totally respect that.  Life 
happens, afterall, right?

NA: Your earlier releases were mostly tapes, 
but you never really abandoned the medium. 
Do you have any parameters relative to which 
bands to release on tape or cdr?
BM: Sadly, I can no longer produce tapes 
anymore as I do not have the means or ma-
chines to do so.  So, having said that, it’s 
strictly CDr’s these days, but, if I want 
to go out on the limb and do something cool 
and different, I may do a special-packaging 
release with a CDr or do some mini-disc re-
leases, as those are usually pretty neat ‘n’ 
nifty.  And, not really, man; just as long as 
it’s sick, cool, and peeks my interest, I’ll 
release your stuff, I don’t care how long 
or short it is (wow, that last part sounded 
dirty, HA!).  Also, just as long as you don’t 

flake out.  That’s a big plus right there, 
obviously.

NA: How much does it take for you overall to 
prepare a release? How many copies are made 
and how many usually get traded with the same 
labels and guys? Are you Ok for this trade 
circuit to be so narrow and almost elitists? 
I guess releases limited to 40 copies mostly 
go to the same guys over and over.
BM: Once the ball gets started rolling, it 
generally takes no time at all.  What helps a 
lot is the fact that I not only own a la-
ser jet printer now, but I also have a paper 
cutter that can cut up to 10 inlays at once, 
as well as a CD duplicator, too.  So things 
definitely go a LOT smoother now than they 
did when I first started, hahaha...  If it’s 
a release with someone else or for someone 
else, I usually try and send them half the 
copies + a personal copy for themselves and 
for bragging rights (hahaha...), and then 
I sell / trade / gift-give the rest.  And, 
well, once it leaves my house and goes into 
their mailbox, it doesn’t matter what they 
do with it: trade it, give it away, sell it 
for a phenomenal fee...doesn’t matter.  It’s 
their copies now, y’know?  It really depends 
on the release, honestly: if it’s a release 
that I don’t think will sell that great and 
I don’t want to necessarily get stuck with, 
I’ll limit it to 30 copies.  If it’s one of 
those releases that I think will work best as 
a “rare release” type of thingy, I’ll knock 
it down between 10 to 30 copies.  Everything 
else I’ll do 40 or 50 of, and roll with that.  
Personally, not to sound like a complete dick 
or anything, I think elitists need to calm 
the hell down, honestly, man.  The elitists 
I’ve met throughout the year I think blow 
a lot of shit out of proportions and, be-
lieve me, there are worse things to get pissy 
about.  It’s music, it’s noise: it’s meant 
to be enjoyed and to have fun with.  So what 
if you don’t dig it?  There’s other shit out 
there; kick it away and move onto something 
else, y’know?  But, again, as long as they’re 
not directly bothering me with what sucks and 
what doesn’t suck, then it doesn’t bother me 
necessarily.

NA: How many of your projects have played 
live in front of a paying crowd? Which of 
your projects do you consider your main band? 
What does 3XA stand for? Carcinomas Of Un-
known Primary Origin is one of my favorites, 
do you have upcoming plans on that one? What 
about Epiploenterocele Pusliquid Wormchunk?
BM: It’s a small list: THECORSPEINTHECRAWL-
SPACE, Enterorrhagia, Gangrene Discharge, 
Snuff Victim, and Vomitcarnivale.  My active 
projects these days are Infester (patho-
logical goregrind), Gangrene Discharge 
(goregrind), Clumps Of Flesh (deathgrind / 
death metal), Snuff Victim (HNW), Necrocyst 



(gorenoise), and will soon include the fol-
lowing projects: Carbonized (goregrind), 
Colorectal Polyp (gorenoise), Ripened Necrop-
sy (raw goregrind), and Morbid Crucifixion 
(black metal).  There’s also some HNW, dark 
noise, drone, and power electronics experi-
ments in the works, as well, too.  If you’re 
into that stuff, stay tuned.  My main proj-
ects, I think, would have to be Infester, 
Gangrene Discharge, Clumps Of Flesh, Snuff 
Victim, and Carbonized (soon), without a 
doubt.  Everything else is or will be more or 
less “record-as-I-go”.  3XA stood for Aor-
tic Abdominal Anuerysm, and is now a dead 
project.  Thanks for the really killer words 
about COUPO, btw - appreciate that!  I actu-

ally ended COUPO for good in 2018, so there’s 
absolutely no future plans for that one what-
soever outside of it staying deceased.  As 
for ExPxWx, not sure; I’m no longer involved 
with the project and haven’t kept in touch 
with whoever’s doing that project these days 
in quite some time.  Don’t know what’s hap-
pening there, heh....

NA: Would you say RSS is a spiritual heir to 
Fecal Fecal Matter discorporated? What about 
your other labels Harmony Disruption/Upside 
Down Cross, Apocalyptic Audio Productions and 
No Effort Recordings, how do you keep things 
separated and why? What are your latest and 
upcoming releases?  
BM: Hmmmm, not sure; I’m not really famil-
iar with that one, haha...  My other labels, 
though, Harmony Disruption (now defunct) 
handled the weird, experimental stuff; Upside 
Down Cross Records (also defunct) handled the 
few black metal experiments I had at the time 
(primarily Infernal Goat Vomit); Apocalyptic 
Audio Prods. became Harmony Disruption Recs 
and is also now defunct; and No Effort Re-
cordings (defunct as well) handled the more 
noisier, non-gory stuff.  All of these served 
the purpose to keep all the gore stuff and 
non-gore stuff separated, but I’m not doing a 
hell of a whole lot of non-gore stuff these 
days, so there’s no need for that many sub-
labels.  Plus I got bored with running that 
many labels at once, and wanted to just stick 
with RSSP.  However, with that said, the few 
that I will be doing (mainly the HNW, drone, 
and power electronics stuff) will be reserved 
for a new label I’ll be working on soon 
called Death By White Noise Records, which 
will be mostly an online label with extremely 
limited physical releases.  So, hopefully, if 
everything works OK and all, I’ll only have 2 
main labels to worry myself about this year.  
We’ll see.  I don’t have anything new planned 
at the moment, to be honest, but that stuff 
will come when it comes and it’ll be sometime 
in the middle of this year when I come back 
from my hiatus (this April more than like-
ly).  As for latest releases, everything can 
be found here at the following link: https://
regurgitatedstomastewprodsgorelabel.blog-
spot.com/  Thanks again for the interview...
Cheers!
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Alex Wesley, real name Alexander Sharoglazov. He goes by the name “Alex Wesley” as a tribute 
to William Wesley, the director of Scarecrows (1988). A huge fan of the 1988 cult horror mov-
ie “Scarecrows”, he often casts the stars of that film, Ted Vernon and Richard Vidan in his 
movies.

NA: Let’s start with your latest work Freak 
In The Basement. How was the development of 
the screenplay like? What was Philip Brock-
lehurst’s contribution and is the movie going 
to be distributed anytime soon? Do you still 
work with Philip? Are you going to handle the 
distribution through Shan’s Horror Films? Ted 
Vernon is listed as one of the main charac-
ters and indeed you mentioned Scarecrows as 
one of your earlier inspirations. How did you 
get in touch with Vernon and how’s it like to 
work with such a legendary figure? The movies 
involves aliens and cyborg, is it some sort 
of mashup of genres?

AW: I start work on this project two years 
ago and film still not done.
 Philip Brocklehurst is executive pro-
ducer and yes we still work together, he 
great guy and my good friend, we make a lot 
films together already - Mutilator from the 
Grave(short), Traces of Gore two parts, Demon 
Mind, Post-Apocalyptic Desolation(short), 
Death Cases (another shockumentary) 
I own Shan’s Horror Films, after I try work 
with three different distributors I lost 
trust for them because they all steal money 
from sales, so I decide 
sale my films myself. Here my advice for in-
die filmmakers - never work with any distrib-
utors, they all steal.
Ted Vernon not main character in Freak is 
IMDB mistake, he got cameo there, Ted my good 
friend, back in 2010 we make film Zombie In-
fection together, I meet Ted because I love 
Scarecrows.
in Freak Ted let me use his footage from 
his film Hammerhead Jones. Scarecrows is my 
favorite one horror film ever(that why I use 
name Wesley,
tribute to William Wesley - director of 
Scarecrows) it was great work with Ted, he 
is very nice guy I hope we make more films 
together someday.
Aliens and cyborgs in Freak arrive last 
scenes for twisted ending, so they not main 
characters.

NA: Is your project Bloody Vengeance going to 
be filmed? How’s the status on that one?

AW: Bloody Vengeance is working title for 
Demon mind.

NA: How did your previous Demon Mind go? You 
mentioned it was shot on a decent budget, how 
was it financed?
AW: A lot of friends help make me this film, 
I don’t remember I ever say it was shot on 
decent budget but it was bigger budget than I 
ussually got.
and I never make this film without Philip 
Brocklehurst and Niels Van De Sype. 
I was very upset when distributor steal mon-
ey from sales because I was hope I get some 
money and use it for finish Freak project but 
all I got is 150$, “thank you” Jason Toth and 
Toxic filth video.

NA: Talking about your two shockumentaries 
Traces of Gore I and II, what was your main 
inspiration for those titles? More like Faces 
of Death/Gore or way back to the early ital-
ian Mondo movies? How did you manage to get 
that footage by Nikolai Yaropolk? Was it an 
old VHS or digital? Is Traces of Gore III 
already being worked on or it’s still just an 
idea? What about Art of Death? Is the script 
ready?
AW: Inspiration was Faces of death series, 
some scenes fake there some real, it was fun 
work on those films, very cool when people
watch fake footage and believe is true. 
Traces of gore 3 rename to Death Cases and 
it have a lot of more real footage, film 
done and edited, right now I wait original 
soudtrack for it. 
Nikolai Yaropolk is just a joke, my pseudonim 
for shockumentaries.
Art of Death - brilliant script written by 
Philip Brocklehurst (this guy also super tal-
ented writer) in this script group of people 
trapped in art gallery with demons who escape 
from art works, is one of our future peoj-
ects, we try find money for it. We want make 
this film in Rome with real horror stars of 
the past.

NA: Gallery of Gore contains most of your old 
short movies including Dr Tumor, Brainwash, 
Drugs. Zombies Eat My Guts also includes 
three shorts. Do you plan to do more shorts 



after Freak in the Basement for a similar 
release? Being a fan of Creepshow do you plan 
to create a backbone of an overarching sto-
ries that includes all of your more recent 
shorts?

AW: I love make short films and yes I planned 
make a lot of shorts in the future. I always 
was huge fan of horror antologies and 
Tales from the crypt series.
My new anotology will be done soon, in-
clude shorts Mutilator from the Grave and 
Post-Apocalyptic Desolation.

NA: Is Shan’s Horror Films managed only by 
yourself or it’s a separate activity? Do you 
personally handle distribution in Russia and 
worldwide?
AW: Yes is managed only by me, is worldwide.

NA: With a running time of an hour, Demon 
Mind is possibly the closest to a full movie 
you have shot together with Zombie Infection 
(70’). Do you think you’re ready for some 
longer feature or you think this is the cor-
rect running time for a splatter movie? Demon 
Mind has clear references to Lamberto Bava’s 
works, how far did that movie influenced you 
in shooting Demon Mind?
AW: I wish make it more than one hour but my 
budgets. Yes I’m ready for longer feature. 
I don’t think one hour is correct running 
time.
Sure, it was references to Lamberto Bava’s 
works.
Demon mind is prequel of Art of Death and I 
have idea make this film after I read Art of 
Death script.

NA: Nuclear Abominations is 80% music, 20% 
disturbing sleaze and gore cinema. What do 
you usually listen to and do you want your 
music to create the same feeling as your mov-
ies? How did you get in touch with Yan Kaos?
AW: I love listen old underground russian 
rock.
I think music means a lot for film atmo-
sphere, work now with very talented composer 
Yury Andreev (he also main character in my 
new short
Post-Apocalyptic Desolation) and my anoth-
er talented friend Dmitry Chmelyov (he also 
great director) make music for me
(his music in Mutilator from the Grave and 
Demon mind)
and I have another great composer - Victor 
Guzhavin.
Yan Kaos let me use his songs in Traces of 
gore 1, he great guy and my friend.
I think I meet him when he ask me about short 
film for his horror antology.

NA: There is a clear 80’s feel in your mov-
ies, have you thought about writing something 
set in those years?
AW: 80’s was gold time for horror genre and 
I try work this style with only practical ef-
fects without cga 
bullshit. 
I would love make movie like it was from 
80’s. I even have idea make film use fake 
name there and some tape 
effects and make people believe is lost hor-
ror film from 80’s.

NA: You are often compared to German Splat-
ter directors like Schnaas or Ittenback. What 
do you think of movies like Violent Shit, 
Premutos or Das Komabrutale Duell? How was it 
like actually working with Schnass in Zombie 
Infection? 
AW: Those directors was my inspiration. I 

love Violent Shit movies. I love Premutos but 
I destroy all Ittenbach’s movies I have and I 
never again see Ittenbach’s films. This guy 
hurt me very much, I contact him on facebook 
and he was very very rude with me.
I never like Das Komabrutale Duell, shit fx 
and brown blood, I never understand why some 
people like this film. 
I never work with Andreas, I just contact him 
and ask make scene for me, he nice guy, huge 
honor for me have his cameo in my film
because he like teacher for me. He also make 
cameo for my another film Tumors. I hope I 
meet him someday and shake his hand.
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Phil Stevens

NA: Let’s start from the beginning, like some 
biological data and how is it like to grow up 
and create in Philadelphia, native city of a 
legendary director like Sidney Lumet? 
PS: Philly is a great city but film wise it’s 
not very communal. There are a few from here 
but not a huge scene amassed. It’s very hard 
to network at times. 

NA: What was your first creative work before 
getting to the visual arts?
PS: I always drew, made comics etc. I’ve al-
ways made films though, from the time I had 
my first camera I would run around the woods 
with friends making films. 

NA: Did you study in a movie director school?
PS: I did not study any type of art or film-
ing. Everything has been a learned love for 
me.

NA: Going back to your earlier movies BELOW 
MAN and FRANK EDGE JR, how were they funded 
and were these your first works at the cam-
era?
PS: I didn’t have many bills to pay, I was 
young so I was able to finance myself and 
film as I could.

NA: Did you work with horror and disturbing 
stuff from the beginning?
PS: I tend to just do what comes natural at 
the time. Sometimes it’s been horror in the 
past there were comics and making creature 
flicks.

NA: Drifting from Below Man to Frank Edge 
jr. you moved from a sci-fi/gore tale to 
something more deviated disturbing and in-
trospective. Watching Frank Edge is a bit 
like moving between the twisted corridors of 
depression and insanity. Have you further de-
veloped this idea with Flowers?
PS: I don’t compare them or with intent at 
least. They’re totally different ideas to me 
that I don’t find fuel one another.

NA: Is the idea of not having dialogue in 
Flowers meant to add another layer of intro-
spect to what’s happening at the six girls, 
like a sort of stream of consciousness?
PS: It is and it isn’t. I’m definitely more 

drawn to visual story telling, it doesn’t 
seem necessary to try to spell out the idea 
with words. I like to let people take things 
how they do and it interests me to see what 
they think is happening without forcing con-
text down anyone’s throat. I guess it adds 
another level by that logic but only person-
ally. 

NA: Regarding your work as a director and 
writer, what was the main difference between 
working on Flowers and on Lung II? You men-
tion a 8-segment structure of writing movies, 
have you taken other major lessons or actu-
ally practiced as an assistant to some oth-
er professional director before Lung II? And 
btw, is there a Lung I, some sort of lost/
hidden short from your early days? 
PS: Flowers was definitely a far more epic 
undertaking. A lot of moving parts, a lot 
of moving people. Lung was actually kinda a 
slow wind down for me. It was a way to de-
compress while adding to the narrative that 
is the flowers universe. It’s difficult to go 
from the chaos of a huge project to nothing 
without having a residual need to continue 
that self expression. I’ve never worked under 
anyone I self taught with the assistance of 
course of those who inspired me which are a 
lot to name. In response to lung I, it does 
exist but it’s only a different cut of lung 
II available on the unearthed release.

NA: Getting back to Frank Edge Jr, Flowers 
looks way more visceral, that kind of feel 
you have in a Cronenberg movie, did you want 
to explore the mind and body of man from the 
inside out? 
PS: Really Frank was just a decent into total 
madness. How easily it could occur, what can 
happen. A look into something most don’t un-
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derstand.

NS: While shooting flowers you mention work-
ing with real raw meat, was it by realism 
instead of using prosthetics or did it just 
cost less?
PS: Definitely for a more realistic effect. 
It doesn’t keep, you can’t just keep using it 
so cost wise it’s not much relief. I wanted a 
more genuine effect, that’s the way I saw it 
and so that was how I executed it. Using real 
always films better, if you have access it 
doesn’t make sense to try to replicate it.

NA: How did the collaboration with Unearthed 
Films came into being? Did you already know 
Biro?
PS: I think this would best be answered by 
Biro the man  himself.

NS: Let’s move on to Manomatul art. Do you 
plan to experiment through various media such 
as sculpture or maybe some sound installa-
tion as well in the future? Have you thought 
of a project that would combine your crafts 
as with Flowers? Do you paint at a particular 
time or you just go with inspiration? Is the 
world of painting somehow different in feel 
from filmmaking, like, does it give a dif-
ferent sensation of accomplishment since you 
actually do all the work instead of sharing 
collaboratively as in a movie? 
PS: Paradis is a project that’s been worked 
on for a bit now that’s a good answer for 
this one. It’s kinda a combination of every-
thing you asked a very mixed media piece but 
definitely something that’ll come up in the 
future I can’t give up to much on that right 
now.
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CDs
 

CATASEXUAL URGE MOTIVATION
“Necronicle Continues - A Journey Into the 
Morbid Mind of Serial Murderers Vol. 1”

Bizarre Leprous 2016
 
I have a huge cult passion for Catasexual 
Urge Motivation and I can certainly attest 
they’re one of my favorite bands ever. I love 
the incredible heaviness of their songs, the 
cold, chilling feeling of dispassionate mur-
der you get when listening to any of their 
records. It’s like being tied in a bed par-
alyzed with poison, while realizing you’re 
going to be skinned by the blade of a serial 
killer. Incredible vocals too, just one step 
from Demilich. And they have that synthetic 
feel too, like Big Black possessed by Impe-
tigo. As a dedicated fan, I have also col-
lected a good share of their releases, but I 
too find it useful to have everything neatly 
organized in a series of Cds. Bizarre Leprous 
preferred to release each Cd individually 
instead of going for a boxed set, probably 
for monetary reasons over which BLP certain-
ly demonstrated over time to be quite sensi-
ble for. The packaging typical cheap Bizarre 
Leprous stuff, there is not even a booklet 
and the layout looks like it’s been made on 
a PC during dinner while eating pizza and 
watching a movie. Nonetheless each of these 
collections is mandatory especially if you 
don’t want to chase every single fucking tape 
of the band like I have been doing (and I am 
still looking for a couple missing pieces).

UNDERGANG
“Døden Læger Alle Sår”

Dark Descent Records 2015

Undergang is the band I have always strived 
to play in for like forever ah ah. Seriously 
if I could play any instrument and go back in 
time to 1990 or so, I would play exactly this 
shit. I have this album on Cd wince I missed 
the Lp version but considering all the de-
tails this is probably my favorite release in 
the whole fanzine when it comes to layout and 
general aesthetics. Undergang merch always 
comes with artwork that looks like it’s being 
dragged out of old comic books like Tales 
From The Crypt with added layers of rot. The 
band plays real dark, sick, downtuned Death 
Metal, as heavy as it can get without border-
ing on Doom. Everything is at the end of the 
spectrum of heaviness, including vocals. I am 
not particularly excited by Danish lyrics but 
I can certainly get over it. 
 

NUCLEAR DEATH
“Bride Of Insect + Demos” & “Carrion For 

Worm” 
Dark Symphonies 2016

 
These are basically Cd re-editions of the 
two albums on Wild Rags plus the demos that 
already appeared on the vinyl boxed set. I 
once was supposed to release the demos on Cd 
as well as on vinyl but things just didn’t 
go the way I planned so I have become just a 
collaborator for the re-release of the clas-
sic albums. I won’t talk much about Nuclear 
Death because 1) They are among my favorite 
bands ever and 2) They’re beyond descrip-
tion, you need to hear them by yourself, but 
I can say these Cds are completely flawless. 
When studying the layout for the demos I came 
up exactly with the same solutions that Dark 
Symphonies came up with so I can’t say I am 

anything but amazed by the quality of these 
releases. Every single detail is perfect, 
including the booklets so if you’re into the 
most nightmarish, horrific grind ever created 
neither of these Cds could be skipped. Abso-
lute must buys.
 

PIT OF TOXIC SLIME
“Thin Line Between Arrogance & Violence” EP

Death Metal Industry 2015
 
Maurizio handed me the promo/slipcase EP of 
his new band PITS OF TOXIC SLIME last year. 
I won’t deny this stuff must be fun to play 
but honestly speaking I can’t say I am my-
self a fan of anything that starts with the 
term “slamming”. I do like some Brutal Death 
played full blast on a good stereo while 
driving long distances but I am bored by con-
tinuous breakdowns. This, added to the syn-
thetic sounding drum in the background re-
sults a bit sleepy. Again I might not be the 
best person to review this stuff but we’re 
really talking about a combination of things 
I don’t like all summed together, including 
a logo with multicolor shading which is the 
opposite of what I enjoy ahah. Sorry but this 
is a no-no. 

ACTIVE STENOSIS
“Succumbed To Infection”

Eyes Of The Dead Productions 2015

Generally speaking I don’t like one man 
bands, mainly for the drum machine factor, 
unless it’s fun liquidnoisegore shit, a genre 
Active Stenosis does not exactly belong to. 
The man behind the band, Greek boy NX5, how-
ever did a decent job at writing old school 
grindcore riffs, the old kind of grindcore 
with the distorted and nauseating sound like 
old ROT and NAPALM DEATH to be clear. The 
vocals are basically of the pitch shiftered 
kind like Tumour but there are several vocal 
patterns that intersect in the songs and the 
writing in general tends to be genuine and 
does not sound too artificial. The packag-
ing is minimal but nothing is out of place. 
Active Stenosis released a good number of 
splits and singles but everything is neat-
ly collected on this Cd. Personally I don’t 
think I am going to listen to it very often 
but it’s a decent work.
 

GENITAL GRINDER
“Abduction”

Eyes Of The Dead Productions 2015
 

GENITAL GRINDER is a band that has been fa-
miliar to me for so long I can barely re-
member a time when I didn’t know these guys. 
Living not very far from my city their 1991 
demo is one of the earlier tapes from the 
neighbors that I got, but they somehow nev-
er made it to a real full length until last 
year. Considering I know the guys I should 
be probably be lenient but i have two prob-
lems with this album that I cannot hide. The 
cover art is really horrendous, in a Hypoc-
risy way of horrendous, and yet even worse, 
you need to see it to judge. Moreover, read-
ing the lyrics you’re continuously thrown 
between gore topics, alien abductions, hymns 
of political revolt and so on, there is not 
a single coherent element between the songs 
so if you ask me what are the lyrics about, 
I really cannot tell you. Despite these two 
flaws, the album is a real punch in the guts. 
Good production, great vocals, hyper fast 
drumming, pummeling savage technical riffing, 
everything concurs to make among the best 
Death Metal albums I have heard lately that 



has heavy elements of later CANNIBAL CORPSE 
and HATE ETERNAL. To be clear there is no 
atmosphere anywhere here, the band just plays 
brutal Death Metal without any of the modern 
elements of Unique Leader bands that come to 
mind when reading the word “brutal”. There 
are not so many bands nowadays playing this 
kind of shit.

ETD CD 005
MENSTRUOPHAGIST
“Lollipocracy”

Eyes Of The Dead Productions
2015

Let me decide where to start, since I don’t 
really like anything in this album. The hu-
morous clownish song titles, the lollipo on 
the cover, the general demented theme of ev-
ery song? The uninspired brutal/slam riffing? 
The cricket vocals coupled with the annoying 
backing screams you probably heard a mil-
lion times? The 1st grade jokes about kittens 
and tebby bears? No doubt this is the worse 
release ever on Eyes of the Dead. Stuff like 
this should be terminated. Seriously Sam, ma 
che cazzo fai?  
 

ETD018
FESTERING RECTO GANGRENOUS SLIME

“Noisome Collection Of Vomitous Sounds” CDr 
collection

Eyes Of The Dead Productions
2015

A collection of tunes from previous works of 
this 2-man band from Texas that play some re-
laxed, mid tempo goregrind with heavily pitch 
shifted vocals. Nothing fancy, these are 
twenty-some honest tracks of songs that most-
ly last less than one minute. There are two 
or three that are slow stuff but sound more 
like someone who is improvising on the spot 
than a real song. Again nothing top notch but 
worth a listen.  
 

ETD020
GANGRENE DISCHARGE

“A Collection Of Trauma”
Eyes Of The Dead Productions

CDr, Comp, Ltd, Num
2015

 
A collection of tracks from one of the many 
Bobby Maggard projects, mostly released 
through his Regurgitated Stoma Stew records. 
Gangrene Discharge plays rather classic gore-
grind with pitch shifted vocals, drum machine 
and down tuned guitars. This is not a noise-
gore project however, as you can clearly hear 
every riff and angle of the songs, even if 
we’re generally talking about no more than 
two or three punk chords with a very basic 
structure. Extremely basic layout as usual, 
yet in a time of Cdrs with Xeroxed covers we 
can take this as gold eheh.

ETD021
INTESTINAL DISGORGE

“Lurking In The Void Between Dreams”CDr
Eyes Of The Dead Productions

2015

These legendary guys from Texas have released 
something like ELEVEN full-length album in 
twenty years of existence, and no, I haven’t 
really heard them all. I have their earli-
er Lofty Storm stuff which was great in my 
opinion, but I lost tracks of them in about 
2005 or so. To be honest I remembered them 
quite different from what I hear on this new 
album. The music here seems like the Mr Bun-
gle of Brutal Death with schizoid samples of 

grindcore and random shit thrown in. Hearing 
this album is like putting 10 different Cds 
in a recorder tower and swap randomly between 
them. It’s honestly not too bad, and it might 
have its strength in its unpredictability 
but you really must be in your right mindset 
to like it. I wonder how can they bring this 
stuff on a live show.
 

GMO03
CANNIBE

“Beast Of Zhytomyr”
Goressimo Records

2015
 
Our beloved Italian (or sort of) duo of 
goregrinding assassins are back with a full 
length concept album centered on the deeds 
of the Ukrainian serial killer Anatoly Ono-
prienko, a piece of shit known for extermi-
nating whole families. As usual Cannibe play 
a pure strain of goregrind where everything 
is just tuned as low as possible, from the 
heavily shifted vocals to a fat guitar sound 
not unlike early Harmony era Napalm Death. 
The album is not just a non-stop barrage of 
blasts however, as a lot of slow, ultra heavy 
bridges break the otherwise fast pace. Drum 
machine, quite predictably, and with that 
high pitched sound that is inevitable in such 
messy music, I am not completely sold by that 
choice but things are still completely ef-
fective. The packaging is quite good, or I’d 
say stellar if we consider the average lay-
out quality of goregrind releases except for 
Black Hole maybe. Released by Polish Goressi-
mo and distributed in US by Sevared.

LARYNGECTOMIZED, POSTMORTEM NEUROFETISH BIO-
NECROSIS, INSECTIVORE
“3-Way Split” CDr

Henfucker, Eyes Of The Dead 2015
 
A collaboration between Spanish Henfucker and 
our beloved Eyes Of The Dead this time with 
a 19-minute long Cdr full of nasty goregrind 
fecal matter. 
This release starts with Laryngectomized, an 
atypical Spain/Mexico two man project com-
posed of Shitter (see Maggots In A Bloated 
Corpse, Blennorrhea, Putrefuck, Liquidised, 
Cadaver Waste etc.) and Andreas of Emocaust 
records fame. This band plays rather tradi-
tional pathological goregrind with that touch 
typical of the South American bands, you know 
that kind of dissonance coupled with a good 
bone and flesh drummer and pitch shifted vo-
cals that just scream sweaty basements and 
stale beer. 
Even if I liked the first band, I think Post-
mortem Neurofetish Bionecrosis here unleash 
the best stuff in this three way split as it 
has just that right muddy garage sound and 
unintelligible vocals that are the crowning 
of any respectful gore project. Longer titles 
in the vein of Disgorge (“Estado Maniaco de 
Necropsicosis Exacervada Por Cicatrizacion 
Glial Del Tracto Mesocorticofrontal y Bio-
necrosis Dopaminergica En Ascinamiento Pro-
longado”) and extremely bad production where 
everything is muffled plus random human drum-
ming equals love (insert heart icon here). 
Insectivore is possibly the noisiest of the 
three bands herein contained, not for the 
sound itself but for the general total lack 
of melody and structure. Vocals are total-
ly deconstructed and liquid, the drum pro-
gramming is synthetical and cold and shit 
just goes a bit crazy sometimes. I don’t 
like the extremely metallic, digital sound 
of the drums in general but they’re general-
ly Ok. Now that we’re at it, check out also 
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the brand new Laryngectomized album on Eyes 
of the Dead. Carlos also has a new project in 
collaboration with Jose of Lymphatic Sexual 
Orgy records called ONCOLOGIST. Haven’t heard 
anything yet but the logo is a clone of PA-
THOLOGIST so we can expect good pathological 
shit. 

SEPTIC AUTOPSY
“Spontaneous Emanation Of Rotting Smell 

Through Necropsy Process”
Lymphatic Sexual Orgy 2016

I heard some earlier Septic Autopsy releases 
and I always found their drum machine be-
ing quite unobtrusive so my brain generally 
matched their sound with that of Disgorge or 
Hipermenorrhea, but this first full on LSO 
is definitely a different beast, a big plain 
tribute to Lymphatic Phlegm and their morgue-
cold melodies. The whole sound of the band 
has been turned inside out, giving lots of 
emphasis to the drum machine and adding in 
some of the sick nauseous melodies typical 
of our brazilian heroes. Even though I enjoy 
this album thoroughly including the artwork 
and layout, which is quite basic (no lyr-
ics, very little information inside) I think 
I preferred the old Septic Autopsy sound, we 
will see if this turn is temporary or not. 
Good buy for lovers of aseptic, glacial gore-
grind with a good packaging, something that 
is getting rarer by the year. 
 
AMPUTEE STILLBORN MOLESTER / SHOTGUN BLASTED 
SCROTUM BAG / MAGGOTS IN A BLOATED CORPSE / 

BLENNORRHEA
“A Prolific Pile Of Putrefied And Pulverized 

Human Leftovers” CD-r
Purulent Semen 2016

 
This is a collaboration between Bob “Butch-
er” Macabre (first two bands) and Carlos 
“Shitter” Davila (other two bands) record-
ing a crapload of tracks all untitled except 
for the BLENORRHEA ones. Of course no lyrics 
either but you can get a sample of what the 
Blenorrhea tracks are about just by the ti-
tles, all themed around feces and urine. ASM 
is extremely noisy stuff, like a radio on the 
wrong frequency, while SBSB sounds a bit more 
squared with an intelligible drum machine 
(difficult to spot on the first band). BIABC 
are more traditional noisegore, with liquid 
vocals, super fast drum programming and a ul-
tra-down tuned sound, you also get the liquid 
sloshing effect as part of the noise barrage. 
Belnerrhea is not just the only band with 
song titles, but also the only one when you 
can actually hear some clear cut structures 
and riffs. Nothing extremely complex but it’s 
not just a wave of sound like the previous 
bands. They still have the liquid gargling 
vocals typical of older bands like URINEF-
ESTIVAL and TUMOUR but they sound a bit more 
dense. This isn’t easy stuff but all of the 
bands have distinct personality.
 

HYDROPNEUMOTHORAX / 3XA
Split CDr

Regurgitated Stoma Stew 2016

Hydropneumothorax is a solid one man gore-
grind band from Ireland playing thick down-
tuned goregrind with a blasting drum machine 
backbone. Songs typically have a single chord 
progression with a powerful roaring on top of 
it, not unlike that of the other band, 3XA, 
one of the many projects of Bobby Maggard of 
Regurgitated Stoma Stew. Of the two 3XA has 
slightly shorter (all untitled) songs but 
we’re still talking about goregrind with very 

fast drum programming and massively distorted 
vocals. Perfect music for a romantic dinner 
with someone who doesn’t know what goregrind 
music is, fucking is guaranteed.
 

CARCINOMAS OF UNKNOWN PRIMARY ORIGIN
“Severe Necrotic Skin Reaction To Traditional 

Vaccinia Smallpox Vaccination” CDr
Regurgitated Stoma Stew 2014

 
This Cd consists in one single 12 minute song 
which is a window in Bobby Maggard’s twisted 
damaged brain. Two minutes of classical music 
(which also appears in the middle) and then 
ten more of ultra down tuned sewage gorenoise 
which sounds like a mix of stone grating and 
pipe draining, pitch shifted tenfolds. This 
is really a sick fuck of a Cd, where the 
string work is completely unintelligible, all 
you get are variations of ultra low gur-
gles and bass saturated noise waves. Somehow 
I love this shit, and it’s possibly one of 
Maggard’s projects I enjoyed most. Far from 
everything “metal” of corpse. Minimal packag-
ing as well, just a folded piece of paper in 
a plastic bag, pure DIY style. 

BOTCHED ABDOMINOPLASTY
“Intense Errors In Surgery” CDr
Regurgitated Stoma Stew 2014

 
Quite hardly you’ll ever hear anything more 
fucked up than this “demo” from BOTCHED 
ABDOMINOPLASTY, another one of Maggard’s 
project where the noise side of gorenoise 
has taken the upper hand. Structure here is 
non-existent and even the usual undulating 
form of noisecore is virtually absent. All 
you hear is a flat boling, gargling, crepi-
tating noise that is not much different from 
the noise you get when too much dust and 
dirt clings to the head of your turntable. I 
might be once again wrong in the future but 
this really sounds like the utter threshold 
of noisy gorenoise. There is only one track 
listed and it’s untitled. Ah ah. Great shit, 
keep it coming. 

INFESTER
“Emergency Villus Gastro-colonic Biopsy For 

Hepatocellular Carcinoma” CDr
Regurgitated Stoma Stew 2014

 
This CDr is just over seven minutes and this 
time Maggard is helped by Hector Aartiquez 
on bass to create a handful (come on seven 
minutes is too little even for a goregrind 
Cd) of really neat gore/grind songs. Infester 
is probably the most complete and complex of 
Maggard’s projects, having a vaguely metal-
lic feel, real riffs and even something that 
remotely reminds a solo. The loose guitarwork 
is simple and sometimes reminds me of Agath-
ocles while the vocals are of the ultra low 
shifted kind, think of LAST DAYS OF HUMANITY. 
The drum machine, while well studied, brings 
back the whole work to the level of amateur 
bedroom goregrind projects but my opinion 
is that there is some hidden potential here 
that could be brought one step further, still 
considering that it might not be the band’s 
goal.
 

PURULENT CYSTOCENTESIS
“Demo 2015 : Getting rid of all bodily fluids 

in 2 sessions” EP CDr
Running Through The Blood 2015

 
Two very long tracks of thick, fat goregrind 
from Canada, PURULENT CYSTOCENTESIS
are certainly no virtuosos but I won’t use 
the term noise here as everything is quite 



distinct and clear. The guitarwork in the 
background has a lot of the chugging and 
whistling typical or a brutal death/slam band 
like Enmity but the hyper distorted vocals 
and voluntarily simple drumming just move 
the final product in the world of goregrind. 
A mix of liquid and grating vocals are ba-
sically continuous for the whole duration of 
the songs. Neat but I am not a big lover of 
standard slamming brutal death with leaks and 
tremolos.

TRABECULAR HEPATOCELLULAR CARCINOMA
“Septic-Metastasizing Aspergillus-Encephal-
itus Mimicking Massive Cerebral Infarction 

Session #1”
Running Through The Blood 2015

 
This Cd contains just a single rehears-
al track slightly less than 10 minute long, 
where TRABECULAR HEPATOCELLULAR CARCINOMA jam 
apparently randomly with a sound that would 
make Apator proud. Little can be understood 
as the sound is very sparse and garage-noisy: 
the drums are barely discernible and there 
are a lot of stops and go in typical early 
Meat Shits style as if they’re playing doz-
ens of 3 seconds songs. If you’re looking for 
very low quality sewage sound this kinda live 
release could be a good friend for the soli-
tary evenings on your couch.

EPILEPTIC FISTFUCK / GRUMO / PHLEGM THROWER / 
SATSUGAI / MALIGNANT GERM INFESTATION / BUK-

KAKE VIOLENCE KOMMANDO
“For The Men Who Love The Women Who Love 

The... Pain”
Show Me Your Tits 2014

 
Six way splits are a kind of pain in the ass 
to review but let’s give it a try. 
- EPILEPTIC FISTFUCK are a Brutal Death/Grind 
band with vocals recorded really a tidbit 
too loud and drum machine, nothing fancy just 
ordinary American-style brutal death with vo-
cals (and actually some riffs as well) remi-
niscent of early Barnes era CANNIBAL CORPSE. 
- The GRUMO tracks in here are old stuff you 
probably have already heard elsewhere. Here 
they were still in a transitory stage before 
turning entirely Death Metal as they are to-
day. The songs here are raw and they suffer 
greatly from lack of cohesion and identity in 
my opinion, they sound like they don’t exact-
ly know what they are supposed to sound like. 
- PHLEGM THROWER are a relatively interesting 
band from the Philippines, that sound like 
most other band in this compilation, still 
undecided. They have extremely minimal struc-
tures with utterly shifted and destroyed vo-
cals but I won’t rate them as anywhere close 
to grindcore. 
- SATSUGAI, I believe, is a one-man band 
which allegedly plays some kind of very ba-
sic, noisy and average brutal death/grind 
with cricket-like vocals. I am personally 
very little sold on this too, the songs re-
ally sound like they have been put together 
in one night with a few beers at hand, which 
doesn’t necessarily means bad writing but 
well, in this particular case it shows. 
- MALIGNANT GERM INFESTATION from UK plays 
some form of music that defies quick defini-
tions. They have a weird “cosmic” feel with 
a very cyberish sound and some effects remi-
niscent of SATAN’S REVENGE ON MANKIND, some 
dubstep-like clean electronic vibes and ultra 
deep vocals. Admittedly the cyber-goregrind 
sound is a very thin line to thread over. I 
don’t like these songs very much but they’re 
not totally indecent either.  
- BUKKAKE VIOLENCE COMMANDO’s probably the 

most interesting band here, with their ul-
tra noisy MEAT SHITS-like grind/gore 2 second 
songs: their sound can be mostly described as 
a big ball of pubic hairs and cymbals rolling 
down a big toiled hole, but the final result 
is effective. As far as I know this is one of 
the last releases of the band.
 

DEATHTOPIA
“Caesarean Section”
Splatter Zombie 2015

 
Deathtopia is a honest band from Osaka that 
plays goresoaked death/grind not too unlike-
EXHUMED, early IMPALED or SANITY’S DAWN. 
These guys know how to shred and the metal 
factor on this album is rather high, accord-
ing to an interview I read it takes them 
years of songwriting to complete a full-
length (this is the second one). I am not 
entirely sold on the vocals which pretend to 
be Jeff Walker’s but instead come out quite 
plain. Of course there are also the pitch 
shifted choruses in pure “Symphonies” style 
so the final effect is not too flat. Good mu-
sicians shredding guitars with a all out gore 
approach, I prefer BUTCHER ABC but these guys 
are doing well.
 

VARIOUS
“Compilation 2015”

Terror From Hell 2015
 
Basically just a free sampler that comes on a 
cardboard sleeve from premiere Italian Label 
Terror From Hell, it includes ten tracks of 
generally high to great level from Assump-
tion to Infamy, including CEMETERY FOG which 
I shouldn’t like but I somehow dig. Unluckily 
they’re completely sold on Doom garbage as 
well so we have shitty bands like Black Oath 
and Abysmal Grief as well here, with their 
unnerving howling and 70’s sonorities which 
I hate almost as much as postcore. Never-
theless, that’s also part of what makes the 
label stand out of the crowd.

NEFAS
“After The Last Setting”

Unholy Domain 2015
 
This is the swansong from possibly the best 
Death Metal band we ever had in Italy. An 
album that took years to see the light of 
day and ultimately has been released by our 
hyper-productive Unholy Domain as a limited 
edition album on Cd-r format, the solution 
underground labels resort to when pressing 
limited quantities. How can a band like Nefas 
struggle to find a proper label tells a lot 
about the health of today’s underground. All 
the tracks on this album are pure Nefas mad-
ness: utterly brutal, intricate, multi-lay-
ered but not technical for pure shock value. 
Vocal patterns constantly entwine and over-
lap, under a solid barrier of sick riffing 
and even more insane drumming. This is a band 
who was really destined for big things in the 
bleak landscape of modern day Death Metal, 
but somehow never got the proper  recogni-
tion. We could just sit down here and dis-
cuss for hours about it but just do yourself 
a favor and get this album, not many copies 
were made.
 

STERCORACEOUS COPREMESIS RINORRHEA
“Demo 1”
2016

 
A logo that looks like a tumor. A col-
or-printed square in a plastic bag and a disc 
with a handful of noisy songs that are a mix 
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of hiss pops and organic sounds. What else 
could one asks for?
 

BLOODTRUTH
“Obedience”

Unique Leader Records 2014
 
From Nefas onwards, passing through Hour 
of Penance, Italy has shown the world to be 
capable of reaching world class levels of 
competence and brutality in the unforgiving 
competition of ultra-technical Brutal Death 
Metal. I got this Cd even if this is not 
really my favorite genre after watching a re-
ally impressive show by these guys who rather 
unsurprisingly signed for Unique Leader, a 
mark of quality for this kind of music. To be 
completely honest the band probably punches 
harder live than on Cd but that’s just a mat-
ter of personal tastes. Technically flawless, 
with a million of tempo changes and amazing 
drumming this is a band that still have some 
elegance in its balance of crunch and struc-
ture in its songwriting. 
 
INGROWN / DISGORGEMENT OF INTESTINAL LYMPHAT-

IC SUPPURATION / CANNIBE / MDK
“Human Flesh In Putrefaction“

Uterus 2015
 
This is a nice packaging from German label 
Uterus prods., full color with four fold-
ing flaps. The layout too is not the same 
old sloppy home made stuff, looks like some 
competence was used in assembling all the 
artwork and informations this time. The first 
band on the Cd is Ingrown from the Philip-
pines, typical noisy goregrind with a feeble 
guitar sound completely submerged by dis-
torted vocals, samples and messy drumming. 
Disgorgement Of Intestinal Lymphatic Suppu-
ration follows up with a breed of goregrind 
that reminds me more of Lymphatic Phlegm. 
The guitars are way better placed in the mix 
even if in typical LP style they kinda remain 
on their own with a distant, almost punkish 
sound. Cannibe, goregrind pride of our bel-
paese, makes another sharp turn in the sound 
with something that is pure 100% goregrind 
without specific influences and the usual 
themes of serial killers and evil murderers 
from the past, opening up with a tribute to 
Harvey Glatman, the killer photographer. You 
know MDK, they clumsily and obnoxiously walk 
the line between goregrind and “brutal slam”, 
with carcass-ish backing gargle, cricket vo-
cals and plain shouting, I am not 100% into 
them all the time but I think Uterus did a 
good job in getting four bands that are quite 
different from the other, from less to more 
refined. 
 

MORTHRA
“Desecrated Thoughts (From Insane Minds)”

VIC 2014
 
A collection of demos and promo tracks from 
this Dutch band from the early 90’s. Consid-
ering the time the material was recorded it 
would have certainly sounded extremely brutal 
with a lot of chugging going on and brutal 
growling vocals. I personally don’t care much 
for the re-mastering; on the contrary the 
original tapes had that layer of filth that 
gave the whole package a different level of 
brutality. To be honest, too, none of the 
tracks are particularly killer, more like 
average Death Metal demo the likes you could 
have heard by the dozen in 1992, in particu-
lar I think the band completely lose it when 
going mid-tempo, bordering the tarantella 

syndrome. In any case the packaging is ex-
cellent, a booklet with a long history to be 
read and some old pictures and scans, things 
every decent discography collection should 
have. 

 
COFFINCRAFT

“In Eerie Slumber”
Memento Mori 2015

I am not totally sold on Coffincraft, a 
Finnish Death Metal band sold to that corner 
of Swedish Death metal that is more dedi-
cated to groove than eerieness and slumber. 
Sure I like “Clandestine” by Entombed from 
which some influences on this album certain-
ly spring from, but there is a very thin 
line between Death Metal with more punch than 
groove (see early Grave) and bordering on 
Death’n’Roll. To be honest they don’t stretch 
it as much as old bands like Dominus or late 
Desultory, but enough to sacrifice brutality 
for modern “catchy” songwriting. They’re by 
no means bad - they can write good, complex 
songs, but they are a bit too fresh for my 
tastes and hear this old goat this kind of 
writing never really ends up well.

-----

VINYL
 

FLESHCRAWL
“Descend Into The Absurd” 12”

bootleg 2015

 
Originally released on Black Mark which ap-
parently was never particularly caring for 
vinyl as well as for Fleshcrawl considering 
how difficult are their records to get even 
today. Their debut Descend Into The Absurd 
is finally available for sale on vinyl and 
it’s basically the only thing you can get 
apart from that 7” on Morbid records. Their 
sound on this first album was probably not 
as intensely swedish as on some other releas-
es but it’s still great massive Death Metal 
with that dark, morbid feeling of the ear-
ly 1990’s. It’s also probably going to be a 
much cheaper buy than the Cd anyway which is 
nowadays an expensive rarity (I would nev-
er understand how could anybody pay more 
than 20 euros for a Cd but that’s none of 
my business). If you don’t know the band but 
like classic Death Metal on proper format 
get this. The cover art I remembered a bit 
better, as it looks like some sort of cheap 
imitation of Seagrave, but looks good on 12” 
format.

NATRON
“Virus Cult” 7” EP
Blasphemous Art 2014

I personally preferred the messy, crazy Na-
tron of “Hung Drawn and Quartered” but you 
can’t certainly say the band slowed down, nor 
that is somehow mellowed its sound after all 
these years (over 20 now). This 7” shows a 
band that’s still some ferocity in its guts, 
even though everything seems a lot more con-
trolled and the sound is a little polished, 
they still play that breed of Death Metal you 
can’t properly catalogue as “Brutal” even if 
it’s fast and technical, as you could say 
for Exmortem or Hate Eternal (different bands 
but you get the point). I kinda like it even 
if I haven’t really been following the band 
all the time. Dedication pays on the long run 



anyway.
 

GHOULGOTHA
“Prophetic Oration Of Self” 7”

Blood Harvest 2014

I cannot resist the lure of 7”s even if I 
was happier when they costed 1-2 euros and I 
could buy them by the dozen after a show, but 
having produced some myself I understand why 
they just can’t be as cheaper as they once 
were. Sigh. Nonetheless seven inches are the 
only things I own by this band as I only have 
this one and their split with Into Darkness 
and I have to review these without knowing 
how the full length albums sound like. The 
songs here are decent Death/Doom with a clev-
er use of mixed vocals, often overlapped to 
create a feeling of abstraction, which read-
ing the lyrics printed on the inner sleeve 
works out pretty well. The band has some per-
sonal style that mixes chunky riffs, tribal 
dissonance and doomy bridges with some typi-
cal greek eerie melodies. I don’t think I am 
sold 100% but sometimes they really manage to 
drag you in the poisonous fogs the song talks 
about.
 

GROTESQUE ORGAN DEFILEMENT / HYPEREMESIS
“Brain Damage / Cutaneous Necrotic Ulcer-

ation” split 7”
Brain Damage/Virus 2015

 
An all Canadian split dedicated to our be-
loved Elmer that includes a handful of cov-
ers as well. I personally am not particular-
ly fond of GOD, they have a definitely raw 
sound, some Dead Infection-like riff barrage, 
sick vomit vocals but the whole result al-
ways seems too sparse, plus they have those 
useless screams in the middle which I can 
enjoy in early Napalm Death but definitely 
not here. The Hypremesis side however kills 
- it’s chaotic goregrind with our beloved 
trash can drum sound and multiple layers of 
hyper-compressed puking vocals. The songs 
are a compact mess of goregrind that moves in 
waves. They too use the screams I don’t like 
much but the rest is so deliciously rotten I 
can get over it. Get it for side B. 
 

AVULSED
“Altar Of Disembowelment” 10”

Screaming Victims 2015
 
Admittedly I have never been the biggest 
Avulsed fan. The band itself is OK and I have 
istened repeatedly to their earlier works up 
their full-length “Eminence in Putrescence”, 
plus a scattering of other songs until “Cy-
bergore” which basically closed my relation-
ship to the band for a long time (I reviewed 
that album in issue 1 I think). Thinks are 
however going pretty well with this new EP, 
released on vinyl in five different colors 
(I got a black one) under license from Dave’s 
current label. There are a lot of good things 
going on here, starting from the real nasty 
intricate artwork which adornates the 10” Ep 
cover. I don’t remember much about midlife 
Avulsed but Dave’s vocals here are outstand-
ingly deep and creepy. I find the songs a 
little bit on the Swedish side, the first one 
also has some harmonies that remind me of 
earlier Desultory. Not terribly old school in 
general but with a lot of that groove which 
is peculiar to the Scandinavian sound, power-
ful but not fast to the excess, soetimes like 
in the last track the groove goes a little 
bit too far in my opinion as I personally 
dont like too much chugging. Four tracks plus 
a Black Sabbath cover completes one of the 

best releases I have heard from this band. An 
element I found odd is that all the lyrics 
are written by Rogga of Paganizer, which is 
a good lyricist actually so there is noth-
ing really to complain about, but I guess the 
singer has really too many projects going on 
besides the label to take care of everything.
 

LYMPHATIC PHLEGM
“Putrescent Stiffs and Pungent Whiffs” 7” EP

Black Hole 2013
 
Lymhatic Phlegm continues its unstoppable 
saga in the most pathologically intense cor-
ners of our age. You cannot really discard 
this band as one of the hundreds early Car-
cass clones nor any of the most recent bed-
room goregrind projects. With this beautiful 
marbled seven inch on Black Hole, their music 
twists once more, becoming something really 
weird and different, combining the old gur-
gling vocals and anatomical themes with ob-
sessive, sick melodies that have something in 
the vein of evocative and hauntingly disturb-
ing. The EP was released in 2012 but it’s the 
last work from the band nonetheless, save for 
a split 7” with Pancreatite Necro Hemorrhagi-
ca on Rotten Foetus.
There is nothing much to add on this release, 
it’s the soundtrack for the last scene in 
“Jacob’s Ladder”. Madness and pathological 
gore nightmare at the same time, eerie and 
bloody, a mix I cannot think any other band 
is capable of offering.
 

BUTCHER ABC
“Road To Hell - Live” 7“ EP

Power It Up 2014
 
I am not a big fan of live albums at all. 
Heck I am not even a big fan of live show 
in general so go figure. But I like Butcher 
ABC and I really like Death/Grind played the 
proper way so I gave this one a spin. The 
packaging here is neat yet extremely simple, 
with a gatefold jacket and what seems like 
heavy vinyl (not sure about this though). 
Japanese people are crazy anyway and they 
are capable of killer intense shows. The 
recording is good and these four songs are 
not entirely ripped apart by crowd overdubs. 
Like I said before I am not a great fan of 
live recordings at all so if you already have 
their whole discography I’d suggest to buy it 
only if you’re a completist. It’s in any case 
a good show of how a live show should sound 
like on recoding as the band’s peculiar ener-
gy and fierceness transpire here quite well.
 

PROFANAL/INTO DARKNESS
“Close The Coffin / 3C 273”

Iron Tyrant 2015
 
This 7” does exactly what 7”s were supposed 
to do back two dozens years or so go: they’re 
a sample of where these two bands are up to 
at the moment, even if it does so in a slick 
packaging and on white or black wax with a 
superb b/w artwork on the cover. I personally 
like Profanal a lot even if they’re probably 
the least courageous of the two bands here, 
but they manage to handle the Swedish uber-
deep brutal sound with such skill they’re 
adorable. Crushing like old Grave, grooving 
like old Dismbember, with vocal patterns as 
close to the older bands as possibly conceiv-
able. Into Darkness certainly have a broad-
er spectrum of inspirations when it comes to 
songwriting, all of that topped by a vocalist 
that uses her throat to the point of lacer-
ation in pure Pestilence/Morgoth style, but 
it’s quite difficult to find a proper com-

Continues on page 22
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Viscera Records showcase - following 
is a long list of Viscera releases I 
got from label owner Ivan. The com-
mon feature of these CDs is that they 
have black and white covers, which in 
my opinion is a big no-no.

Upcoming releases in 2017:
- CANNIBE / EBOLA split 3” Cd
- CANNIBE/INTRACRANIAL HYPOTENSION/TxHx-
Cx/DEAD BODY MARKET 5 way split Cd
- CANNIBE/INTRACRANIAL HYPOTENSION/TxHx-
Cx/DEAD BODY MARKET / EXTRAHEPATIC BILE 
DUCT 5 way split Cd

PARACOCCIDIOIDOMICOSISPROCTITISSARCOMUCO-
SIS/PARASITE

“Lymphatic Fetid Vaginitis Infections Of 
Toxoplasmosis At The Castle For Toward 

The Apocalipsexxx”
Lymphatic Sexual Orgy, Viscera 2015

 
Talking about Lymphatic Sexual Orgy, the 
label flirted with Ivan’s Viscera records 
to bring  this interesting split between 
the infamous Mexican masters and Parasite 
from Thailand (first time I hear this 
band honestly) to fetid life. We all know 
PARACOCCIDIOIDOMICOSISPROCTITISSARCOMUCO-
SIS but just in case you don’t they play 
a relatively simpler kind of Death/Grind 
compared to old Disgorge but not too 
far in sound. Compared to a lot of the 
goregrind bands that share labels with 
them, P. is a real band, with little or 
no samples and 100% human played instru-
ments. Their song are twisted in the best 
Mexican tradition, even if sometimes they 
lose a bit of cohesion when going slower, 
but that might just be my impression. I 
love the old CARCASS kinda phlegmy, frog-
like vocals in the background. 
PARASITE is a good counterweight to P., 

playing Death/Grind also but with an in-
teresting approach both stylistically and 
thematically, as the songs are about old 
school horror/sci-fi monster and nazix-
plotation movies of the mid 1900’s. The 
guitarwork is not the best in the world 
but I have heard much worse in the past. 
Heavily distorted vocals, as usual, bring 
this “side” in the goregrind genre but 
with different production and no effects 
I think we could catalogue this more as a 
Death Metal band.

RANCID CEREBRAL TUMOR
“Cerebral Autosomal Dominant Arteriophaty 
With Subcortical Infarcts And Leukoen-

cephalopathy“ CDr
Viscera Records 2015

 
I generally come to terms with the fact 
that it’s virtually impossible to define 
the outer borders of noise and music, 
of what’s more extreme, or what’s more 
difficult to listen and digest. But if 
there ever was a list of the most unde-
fined bands RCT would be in that one. 
Every song is basically a few seconds of 
drum machine, a bacground fuzz and some 
disgusting organic sound in between the 
tracks. This is basically the opposite of 
a band. 
Must have, of course.

ANORECTAL ULCERATION
“Acute Rectal Prolapse” CDr

Viscera Records 2015
 
One of the most structured bands from 
Viscera’s roster, Anorectal Ulceration’s 
sonorities lie between goregrind and 
death/grind, even if the drums are pro-
grammed. The songs have pathological 
titles in the classical Disgorge/Carcass 
way and the vocals are distorted but al-
most understandable, compared to the new 
standard of Urinefestival liquid rattle. 
The final result is great south american 
lo-fi gore I dig pretty much.  

PADAGRA
“Removing Organic Complex” CDr

Viscera 2015
 
This is a one man band from Russia, which 
in the last bonus tracks of this Cd is 
joined by Vaginal Cadaver (from Germany). 
Germany also comes to mind when listening 
to Padagra as its approach to the genre 
is vaguely resembling of early Gut or 
maybe dutch Rompeprop. Everything however 
obviously far more unprofessional, with 
shitty sound and unintelligible vocals. 
Not bad.

ROTTEN PENETRATION
“Departamento De Patologia E Medicina Le-

gal” CDr
Viscera 2015

Atypical Viscera release, Rotten Pene-
tration play good, solid, Brutal Death 
metal with a small touch of south amer-
ican ferocity. The vocals are guttur-



al but clear, as is the sound on this 
disc. definitely far from the tradition-
al Viscera sewage sound. This is a band 
that deserves a full length album with 
a slightly more balanced sound. I think 
anyone into Fornication or similar Bra-
zilian barrage of sound would like this 
Ep pretty much. 
 

SPHINCTER FERMENTATION
“Soft Tissue Begin To Liquefy And The 
Face Becomes Unrecognizable” EP CDr 

Viscera 2015

This is an Italian gore band whose songs 
are basically short bursts with extreme-
ly loud croaks on top of messy guitarwork 
and a single tempo beating. The sound 
is sick but not overly so, the vocals 
are just recorded at twice the level of 
everything else. Very minimal. Viscera 
released four CD-r of this band in a year 
so they must be personal favorites. Last 
year they released a split with No Joy on 
Skull Dungeon.
 

EXTRAHEPATIC BILE DUCT
“Pneumoultramicropicsilicovolcanoiosis 

Session Number 4” CDr
Viscera 2015

INTRACRANIAL HYPOTENSION
“Pseudotumor Cerebri Demo I” CDr

Viscera 2015

Awesome little noise jewel from Italy, a 
complete wall of brown frequencies, sam-
ples and background grating, somehow re-
laxing in a disquieting way. Might sound 
like hearing a city bombing from within 
a bunker. For a moment I could see the 
bleak environment depicted in the movie 
Eraserhead.  

SHOTGUN BLASTED SCROTUM BAG
“Unruptured Disembowelment“ CDr

Viscera 2015

Bob Macabre’s noisiest experiment SBSB is 
substantially a wall of crackling noise 
with a barely audible base in the back 
and a deep intelligible roar on top that 
simulate vocals. No tracklist available. 

AGONIZING EXCESS BOWEL ACID DISSOLV-
ING THE INTESTINES CAUSING MASSIVE ORGAN 

TRAUMA
“Decomposition Reaction” CDr

Viscera 2015

Bob Macabre again, this time with some 
liquidnoise added in. Like most of his 
releases there are no tracks here, you 
can perceive when one songs and the other 
starts by the small pause in between. 
Background noise, the sound of boiling 
water, some hisses and mid frequencies.

MAGGOTS IN A BLOATED CORPSE
“Reeking On The Swamp” CDr

Viscera 2015

Nth project by Shitter which has aappar-
ently a steady stream of collaborations 
with Viscera records. This band is Shit-
ter’s own liquidnoise project, with short 
noisy songs with gagrling vocals and a 
massive wall of crepitating noise with 
MORTICIAN-like drum and guitar sound. 
Half of the tracks have actual titles 
while the rest remain nameless.

LARYNGECTOMIZED
“Fetid Stench Of Purulence” CDr

Viscera 2015

Shitter from SEPTIC AUTOPSY is here once 
more together with pal Adrian, this time 
for a more traditional goregrind approach 
with actual drums and some resemblance to 
a traditional bone and flesh band. The 
lack of a bass player makes the sound a 
little thin but with proper set up they 
make good noise for the neighborhood. The 
final result is classic south american 
death/grind in the vein of GORE or FLESH 
GRINDER. 

LIQUIDISED
“The Deformed Face” CDr

Viscera 2015

This is a side project of Shitter from 
Septic Autopsy. Percussions here are on 
top of everything and songs have some 
kinda definite structure. The vocals are 
little more intelligible than the usual 
gorenoise roar. 23 short bursts of patho-
logic themed noise.  

SEPTIC AUTOPSY
“Collection Of Medical Malpractices” CDr

Viscera 2015

If you can get over the digital drums and 
are familiar with the LYMPHATIC PHLEGM 
sound you’d definitely like SEPTIC AU-
TOPSY. This band is purely pathological 
in its approach, with long medical song 
titles and a cold professional approach 
to dissecting and slashing cadaver open 
wide. The sound too is neat and far from 
usual messy gorenoise and the vocals deep 
and phlegmy. Nine tracks of solid gore-
grind with a clinical, “aseptic” sound.

PERFORATED BOWEL SYNDROME WITH OOZING 
FAECES

“Mangled & Mutilated (Demo #3)” CDr
Viscera 2015

Among the noisest of Maggard projects, 
here we have some untitled tracks of 
barely understandable ANAL BIRTH-like 
noise with a liquid sloshing layer on 
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top. Think about placing one mic on your 
car stereo without an antenna and one on the 
drain of your washing machine. I personally 
love this kind of worthless garbage myself 
but I must warn you there is virtually no 
way of distinguish one song from the oth-
er. I personally put this one when I receive 
unwanted commercial calls and I am at home, 
they usually don’t call back.

PERFORATED BOWEL SYNDROME WITH OOZING FAECES
“Autopsies For Fun (Demo #4)” CDr

Viscera 2015
 
 Little variation from demo #3, this is basi-
cally the follow up to that fucked up pile of 
shit (in a positive way, of course)

EXCREMENTAL SLUT ORGY
“Hatefucked Hookers & Butchered Bitches” CDr

Viscera 2015

Maggard is back with this cesspool consisting 
of a hyperblasting, continuous drums blanket 
and high pitched noise. This stuff is real 
messy but it’s still possible to notice a 
structure. I doubt there are any lyrics be-
sides “bleargh” but the vocals are cut above 
the rest. Fun stuff to throw in a party.

PULPOSE ORGANS
“Grotesque Inhuman Forms” CDr

Viscera 2015

More traditional gorenoise/goregrind galore 
from Shitter, assisted by someone named Moe 
Lest(H)er. PULPOSE ORGANS is nice and fea-
tures all the elements of good LYMPHATIC 
PHLEGM influenced electronic goregrind. Har-
monized vocals, reald drums and actual string 
instruments. Neat and flawless for the genre. 

WORMFEST
“Maggot Colony” CDr

Viscera 2015
 
Another eight minutes of bizarre space go-
re-noise from Carlos Davila, a mass of dis-
torted riffs with vocals that remind me the 
sound of 50’s sci-fi blasters. Take the cy-
bernetic sound of a band like Gigantic Brain 
and throw some layers of noise on top. The 
sound isn’t overly distorted but you can’t 
really hear much besides the drum machine and 
these funny Plan 9 sound FX.   
 

AMPHIBIAN
“The Toxic Frog Room” CDr

Viscera 2015

With an half an hour running time this is a 
kinda record for a gorenoise release expe-
cially when compared to the rest of the CDr 
in this special feature. AMPHIBIAN play SMES 
influenced gabberish cyber goregrind with the 
common theme of frogs and toads. Figure 80’s 
coin ops soundtracks mixed with goregrind. 
Originally released in downloadable format, 
this second album has been re-released on 
Mexican label Rectal Purulence in 2016 to-
gether with the first one.   

ASCARIS LUMBRICOIDES
“Exposed Guts” CDr

Viscera 2015

Another project from Shitter of SEPTIC AUTOP-
SY. This time he goes all out with the noise 
aspect and the result a really well worked 
out balance of gorenoise elements. Short 
songs with a lot of reverb and barely recog-
nizable vocals and no lyrics or titles but 

there is some kind of organic element here, 
not just cold computer programming. I first 
heard this one man band on a Emocaust compi-
lation, and it just gets better. 

HORRID VISCERAL EXTRACTION
“Do You Have To Dissect Cadavers To Become A 

Neurologist?” CDr
Viscera 2015

There is something interesting going on in 
this short Cdr by Mexican one man band HVE 
(run by Tony Postmortem). At first all you 
hear is the barrage of the drum machine 
kicked at 23000 bpm, then you hear the roar-
ing in the background, and in the end you 
can probably hear some string instruments as 
well. The end result however is sick, nau-
seating as well as alienating. Slightly more 
than 11 minutes of gore barrage with a barely 
perceptible melody, I particularly like the 
fuzzy, indistinct sound. Good work overally.
 

POSTMORTEM NEUROFETISH BIONECROSIS
“Bano De Sangre” EP CDr

Viscera 2015

At eight minutes of running time this scores 
among the shortest CDrs I have even for Vis-
cera Records standards. Here we have some 
very low tuned, Mexican goregrind which actu-
ally does sound like a band playing instru-
ments. The vocals are recorded 10 times loud-
er than everything else and the guitars have 
a thin, almost flebile sound but the final 
result is good, if you like the southern way 
of playing death/grind like me. This is an-
other project by Tony Postmortem (see above) 
but with an actual drummer. Lo-fi nosiy grind 
but played the old school way. Not so many 
bands play like this anymore. 
 
GROTESQUE BOWEL ERUPTION / RANCID CEREBRAL 

TUMOR
“Factors & Processes Causing Accelerated De-

composition In Human Cadavers” CDr
Viscera 2015

The first band in this split play some stuff-
which can be barely catalogued as music. It’s 
a collection of environmental fun noises and 
screams possibly recorded with an old phone. 
RANCID CEREBRAL TUMOR is a project by Tony 
Postmortem, hiperactive noise guy from Mexi-
co. The sound on these tracks is close to how 
a drum machine would sound if recorded under-
water with someone hitting a trashcan and a 
boar squaling not far away. Very low quality 
and repulsive even by gorenoise standards.

TORTUROUS ANAL SPASM
“Echoes Of Decaying Bowels” CDr

Viscera 2015
 
TAS is an interesting noisegore band from 
Latvia, whose sound really comes out de-
stroyed in more than one way. Some frequen-
cies are definitely out of hearing range and 
my headphones crackled in a painful way more 
than once, and that is added to a general ga-
rageish feel and uneven structures. Contrary 
from Trabecular Hepatocellular Carcinoma, the 
sound here is, albeit extremely low quality, 
quite loud and not distant like a rehearsal. 
Basically we’re talking about some weird shit 
recorded in an indecent way. Must buy.

SPLAT 
“Dead Fucking Bodies” EP CDr

Viscera 2015

SPLAT was an all Italian duo playing real-



ly downtuned MORTICIAN inspired stuff (they 
even do a cover of that band). The final 
result is OK, and Ivan from Viscera thought 
about re-releasing all of their recordings 
in a single nicely packaged Cd (not Cd-ROM 
this time). Just like with MORTICIAN you can 
expect here horror samples, drum machine, ul-
tra distorted bass and low tuned vocals. The 
proejct was indeed interesting but the duo 
split long ago.

REGURGIMENTAÇÃO NECROVAGINAL SANGRENTA
“Promo CDR”

Viscera, Land Of Fog 2015

Probably not my favorite in this batch of re-
views, this band from Brazil plays mid paced 
Death/Grind with some different vocal ranges 
(I presume all four the band members sing in 
turn, none of which however is very convinc-
ing. These very short songs of about 1 min-
ute each are mostly upbeat tu-pa tu-pas whose 
total running time is under one minute. 

Hangover Reviews

“Come on let’s go to the ‘strip’
Looking for red shinning lips
(if) I don’t get fucked never mind
We are ready to start
It’s whisky time”

- Bulldozer, 1985

The idea of writing an article on hangovers 
dates back to 1994, when I was writing my 
first reviews for a friend’s fanzine and Nu-
clear Abominations #1 was not out yet (the 
first newsletters came out in 1995). 
Everyone reacts more or less in different ways 
to different kind of booze. When I was a kid 
beer was my thing. I mostly stayed far from 
liquors after a few really really bad hanngov-
ers and recently drifted more or less to most-
ly wine and grappa with the occasional beer or 
two or more if I go to a gig or if I am grill-
ing something on my barbecue.
Some common elements however can be shared and 
here it is a short list of hangovers. I remem-
ber being drunk for over 20 days straight when 
I was 19 and finished school, at the time I 
used to prepare a tray close to my bed before 
going out, to prepare for the night for ev-
ery necessity based on what kind of booze I 
was going to drink that night. I had sparkling 
water, lemonade, gatorade, coke, plain water, 
even fruit juice. Today when I drink a bit 
too much, I just stop a couple of hours before 
leaving, drink a whole bottle of plain water 
(tap is OK) and another one before going to 
bed, even if my first impulse is to throw up.

BEER
Getting drunk with beer is difficult when 
you’re my size. But the last very bad hang-
over I ever had was because of shitty beer I 
got offered by friends in my city’s center. I 
still feel the taste of rotting caramel when 
I think about it. Beer hangovers are however 
generally light, especially if it’s hot out-
side and you sweat a lot. Nothing a good show-
er can’t wipe away.

Ω WHITE WINE
White wine is usually associated to fish and 
elegant, fresh meals. Some wines like gewurtz-
traminer smell like flowers and some others 
like rieslings have a icy, mineral feel. In 
my opinion however, despite looking innocent, 
white wine hangovers are among the worse ever. 
They linger for hours both in the middle of 
the brain and in the back of the throat. 

BLACK (RED) WINE
Red wine more than beer comes in many vari-
eties. My city produces Lambrusco which is 
a joyful, sparkling, sour wine sometimes is 
even used as a soft drink with the addition 
of sparkling ice cold water. It’s not a high 
quality wine despite many people will grum-
ble when reading this. It’s great for parties, 
but not as good to drink calmly when reading 
a book. Labrusco’s hangover might exist but I 
cannot remember ever getting drunk with only 
that one, especially because traditional meals 
usually end up with grappa. And that one is 
the real brute when it comes to hangoves.
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parison to any particular band here. They’re 
certaibly primitive and decrepit sounding, 
and that’s wat matters in any case.
 

DETERIOROT
“Ceremonies Of Blasphemy”
Lord Of The Flies 2015

 
Lord of the Flies records certainly is be the 
most interesting label out of Italy of the 
last ten years, it walks the well worn paths 
of re-releasing classic band material, but it 
does so in the most excellent way, with the 
same feel of older Death Metal labels like 
Thrash, Corpse Grinder or Seraphic Decay: 
simple layout, great music. This 7” by De-
teriorot has been lying dormant for 25 years 
and was mixed in 2009, talk about taking a 
long time for birtth! Being a 1991 recording, 
you can rightfully guess these two tracks 
sound and smell like the older stuff, slow 
crushing Death Metal in the pure Deterirot 
way. 
 
RANCID FLESH / FLEISCHWALD

split CDr
Medico, Insalubrity 2009

I don’t remember why this old split fell in 
my review stack but doens’t matter. RANCID 
FLESH from Brazil actually released a lot of 
stuff after this recording, including a full-
length in 2012 called “Pathological Zombie 
Carnage”. They play fine Death Metal with 
pathologic horror gore lyrics, but are not 
the tightest I have ever heard, compared with 
the ferocious competition of South America. 
Not bad but bands like HIPERMENORRHEA level 
these songs to ground. I liked FLESICHWALD 
much more, Andreas Eder’s (CANNIBE) long run-
ning one man band grindcore project, more on 
the line of earlier grindcore from 1980-90’s, 
with short songs and a dark, unrefined sound. 
Still nothing really worth checking however. 

HAEMOPHAGUS / SUBJUGATION
split 7” EP

Neanderthal-Stench, EveryDayHate, Bloodspit, 
Cataleptic Remains, Noyz Tapes, ¡ZAS!, Subur-
gatory, Wartorn Noise, Grind Your Mind 2015

PHLEGM
“Consumed By The Dead”

Necroharmonic 2015
 
Phlegm is a band that if memory serves me 
well got a decent cult following starting in 
year 2000 and on, even though it was quite 
well known in the underground way before 
that. I have no problems putting myself among 
the most dedicated fans as the band’s breed 
of impossibly low, crushing, sick Death Met-
al has always been a paragon of heaviness 
even considering the time of their earli-
er releases. I would rate this as the best 
Necroharmonic release so far, being extreme-
ly detailed and coming in a double disc that 
contains over forty songs for four different 
demos and more. This is the way to go Roy. 
For those not familiar with Phlegm, you’ll 
definitely  like the band if you like the 
low, low, low (three times) tuned, basic and 
primitive Death Metal without harmonies or 
frills and occasional crazy grindcore burst. 
Everything recorded is finally here for a 
real good price: in my opinion this collec-
tion is mandatory.
 

STENCH OF PROFIT
“21 Ways To Say Fuck!” demo CDr

2015
 
All the tracks on this promo are titled 
“Fuck”, are preceded by movie samples and 
last just a handful of seconds. You might 
imagine some sort of hysterical, cold grind-
core in the vein of Agoraphobic Nosebleed or 
something like that but I think despite the 
premises we’re still very solidly in (albeit 
“grinding”) Death Metal ground. The sound is 
thick, the riffs clear cut, the vocals a mix 
of squeals, grunts and screams but even the 
drum programming backbone pounds with a well 
defined, distinct pacing. It’s a band that 
might benefit from some added dirt, the sound 
seems a bit too fat and compressed to be a 
grindcore band so it just feels like it’s 
still floating in the limbo of indecision. 
 

 PIT OF TOXIC SLIME
“Demo 2015” Cdr
Not On Label 2015

 
My friend Maurizio handed me this 2 tracks 
promo for his new Brutal/Slam Death Metal 
band last year. I personally don’t really 
dig the genre very much but I never judge a 
book by its cover, sometimes you just get the 
right chemistry even if the sound is not what 
you’re used to. This I am afraid was not the 
case, as it turns out Pits is a rather reg-
ular Brutal Death Metal band: guttural vo-
cals, intricate riffs with some squeaking and 
whistling, fast and complex drumwork and so 
on. I think the perfect time for this brand 
of Death Metal was 2000 or so but I personal-
ly like the idea of people playing what they 
want, so go ahead and chew some riffs.  
 

FERAL VISCERA
“XXIII” CDr

2015

Phil Hampson of NUCLEAR DEATH can definitely 
still work his magic on his guitar and here 
he weaves new Horror Death Metal riffs that 
are riminiscent of his old works, albeit in 
a totally different fashion, with an add-
ed touch of eerieness. Songs like “Our Lady 
Of Dark Reality” are strictly related to his 
previous band being part two of “The Beloved 
Whore Celebration”. I like the evocative new 
vocals, highly distorted and demonical in 
feel, but still struggle with drum program-
ming, hopefully he and Joel Whitfield finally 
managed to play together and we can expect 
some new nightmare Death/Grind soon.  

Tapes
 

ASCENDED DEAD
“The Advent” tape
Blood Harvest 2015

 
Hailing from San Diego just like Ghoulgotha, 
Ascended Dead plays a breed of Death Metal 
which is the opposite of the spectrum, full 
of heavy contorted riffs a la Necrovore and 
Pestilence. This is really great stuff you 
don’t hear that much around anymore, strict-
ly rooted to the early days of the genre with 
that chaotic guitar beating which you might 
hear in classics like “Abominations of Des-
olation”. In june 2016 they released a Cd 
compilation that includes all the releases of 
the band (only tapes and 7”s) including this 
one plus some live shows. This is really an 
interesting band I am keeping my eyes upon. 
 

FUOCO FATUO



“The Viper Slithers In The Ashes Of What Re-
mains”

Caligari Records 2014
 
This album on tape (licensed from Iron Ty-
rant records) is nothing short of beautiful, 
a small jewel in detail and layout. The cover 
(awesome sort of cosmic/chtuhoid lineart) has 
been adapted and revised to fix the format, 
sliding in parts to the tape itself. I real-
ly appreciate when things are done with such 
care. As for Fuoco Fatue, if you don’t know 
them yet, be preapred for something really 
awesome from a country that never gave much 
in terms of Doom/Death (and by the way, there 
is a very big chance I don’t like any of 
the names that might leap to your mind now). 
Fuoco Fatuo walks the border of extremely 
slow Death/Doom to such extents it almost 
defoliates itself into drone-like noise or 
ambient music. How so? Harmonies in general 
are kept to the bare minimum here, so much so 
they just vary that minimum amount to keep 
the songs moving, there is nothing superflu-
ous here, but the approach is not just merely 
minimalistic for the sake of it, on the con-
trary it seems like the songs are the result 
of a long research in the soundscapes of grim 
sepulchral sonorities. This album is a small 
masterpiece of barebone Doom/Death with-
out all the post-70’s bollocks that crowd so 
many label rosters nowadays. It is really ana 
amazing release. There is a “diehard” version 
of this album on vinyl which was released in 
embarassingly limited quantities, something 
that is becoming to piss me off a little if 
you ask me. In any case, the tape is so well 
done it’s a perfect replacement.
 

NECROVOROUS
“promo 2013” tape 
Nuclear Winter 2013

 
After three listens of these two songs, which 
are also the first thing I hear from this 
band, I can’t still decide whether I like 
this band or not. Basically there is nothing 
in particular that has managed to stir my at-
tention. They certainly deserve the acknowl-
edgment of not playing anything strictly tra-
ditional even if we can certainly file their 
sound in the so called “old school” cabinet. 
Contrarily to so many recent bands they don’t 
walk any well worn paths avoiding the “clon-
ing riffs” syndrome, yet I still cannot focus 
on one particular killer aspect that might 
raise my opinion above the level of “decent 
stuff decently played”. Some good ideas may-
be, but nothing overly intense. 
Lyrics are interesing - one about nuclear 
zombies and another one about some kind of 
killing spree for a prized mate, anyway.

THE PSALM
“I” Cass, EP, Ltd
Unholy Domain 2015

 
Meh. Mixed opinions on this one. I kinda like 
the Morgoth/Asphyx like vocals, 
6/10

MORBUS GRAVE
“Morbus Grave”

Unholy Domain 2016

Stercoraceous Copremesis Rinorrhea / Rectal 
Prolapse

“Une Bonne Soupe Gastrointestinal Bon Chaude”
Sulfuric Diarrhea / Diarrheatic Dry Heave 

 
Interesting split tape pressed in the usual 

impossibly low numbers (20 copies), SCR is an 
extremely noisy gore project and in between 
songs you hear overlapping layers of sound 
that include toilet flushing, gargling and a 
a mix of hisses and crepitating frequencies. 
Canadian one man band Rectal Prolapse’s sound 
is a little less noisier and you can actually 
hear the fast drum programming in the back-
ground, it’s still messy shit but in a dif-
ferent way, I am probably a little bit more 
into SCR.
 

STERCORACEOUS COPREMESIS RHINORRHEA
“Of Septic Delicacies”

2016
 
Here we have a bunch more gorenoise songs 
from Texas. Little can be extrapolated from 
the tape as it has basically no info, save 
for the title. Noisy gore songs with a lot of 
dissonance, piss bubbling sounds and a gener-
al background roar. 
 
 

STERCORACEOUS COPREMESIS RHINORRHEA
“Slurp”
2016

 
If “Septic Delicacies” had a title, this time 
we have one in japanese and just some bowel 
pictures. Minimal color packaging holds a few 
more of the typical SCR gorenoise. 
 

STERCORACEOUS COPREMESIS RHINORRHEA 
“Re-Digested Urea Liquid Faecal Sap”

2016
 
Again, hisses, whistles and gargling on a 
barrage of pure noise, there is little struc-
ture here besides total chaos. The ever pres-
ent toilet piss sound in the background acts 
as a glue between short songs a few seconds 
long. Still better than classic doom metal.
 

GRAVETORN
“Reduced To Slime”

2013
 
This was the solo band of Eli from Spectral 
Voice. A classic horror-old school layout 
encase two songs of classic horror-old school 
Death Metal. Dark, ultra heavy, quite raw US 
style with tons of filth. The worse thing 
here is there are just two songs, because 
they’re rather inspired. The sound is faint-
ly reminiscent of Disembowelment, Incantation 
etc. but without the eerie elements. This is 
a small jewel of a tape, get it if you can 
find a copy.
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Reviews books and 
fanzines

Thorncross
Black Ink & Metal
by Chris Moyen

2103 Nuclear War Now!
208 pages, hardcover, LP format, English

To be completely honest I wasn’t expecting 
that much from this book. I am not an art or 
photography kind of person, I seldom just sit 
and watch something for very long, contempla-
tion is just not my thing. I was interested 
in seeing this book because I like Moyen’s 
works and I also really wanted to have the 
Archgoat/Incantation split that came with the 
book (not so much for the flag - I think I 
only had two flags hung on my wall in my life 
and that was Motorhead’s when I was a kid 
and  the flag of Istria some years later). So 
when I first got Thorncross I gave it a quick 
browse and just slipped it in my library.
A few months ago however, I was chilling af-
ter work on my favourite armchair and picked 
up this book. And somehow, something clicked.
I really can’t tell you if it’s a nostalgia 
thing, possibly it is, but for a moment I 
stepped back in time. This book I believe re-
ally symbolizes how Death and Black Metal re-
ally closed a loop recently. The “old school” 
sound revival is just an aspect of it. People 
that were acrive in that so called scene are 
now in their forties or fifties, bands like 
Bolt Thrower split up, fanzines like Isten 
and Voices From The Darkside become antholo-
gies, new fanzines look like fanzines print-
ed in 1990 and some from the earlier days as 
back as the early 80’s even get reprinted. 
Looking hindsight I can finally see the whole 
picture, I don’t know how we’re going to pro-
ceed from here, but this Thorncross book is 
really a piece of the puzzle. I was familiar 
with a good 90% of the art I see here (some 
I didn’t really know was Moyen’s) but seeing 
all of that in high resolution, all together, 
was worth a small, albeit masculine, tear.

Isten Fanzine: Don’t Break The Ghost
by Mikko Mattila
2014 Svart Records

800 pages, A4 some Finnish, mostly English

I cannot really review this humungous medi-
eval brick sized monstrosity. Not much more 
than I can review any issues of Isten from 
Issue 7 onward. I might try to tell you some 
of my feelings about this... “pubblication” 
however, even if it will take some effort 
because this thing can dig deep into the 
main reasons one air guitars in front of the 
mirror and leaves his hair grow as a kid. 

Let’s start from the practical perspective. 
This thing is huge. Not just in dimensions 
but in effort as well. Every single issue of 
this extremely important fanzine from Fin-
land, one of the earliest Death Metal/Black 
Metal fanzines ever (covering mainly those 
genres at first, then more generally music as 
time progressed). The guy writes well and has 
great sense of aestheetics. But mostly this 
guy has an incredible attention for details, 
and just doesn’t ant to repeat itself, giving 
you something different at every page. Is-
ten oozes from Mikko’s personality, both the 
snobbish, culturate one and his more sarcat-
ic, obsessive, sometimes very dark one (think 
about all the “scene games” in Isten 100). As 
a whole project, this thing is a must. Every 
issue is preceded by liner notes and there 
is just so much to read. Again, there are 
no real fillers here, everything written is 
worth reading, line by line. 
I will tell you what I think of this fanzine 
however, by going through the four stages 
that this fanzine went through (stages that 
are probably more related to myself and my 
approach to different stages of maturity in 
the music “scene” than real scientific defi-
nitions). 
I never had the chance to read the first Is-
ten issues as a kid. They were released when 
I was but a child, and they were written in 
Finnish. These issues however were not much 
different from the few fanzines I got in the 
late 80’s, covering a lot of speed and thrash 
metal as much as the earlier hardcore/metal 
crossover. 
Stage two is when I discovered Isten. I was 
immediately dragged in by the great enthu-
siasm and elegant writing. The fanzine was 
amazing and covered all the bands I really 
digged at the time. And it was a time when 
you got the addresses from these pages, wrote 
them down on a envelope and wrote to the 
bands taht intrigued you more.  
Stage three of the fanzine is at the same 
time the most brilliant and visceral, better 
written, overflowing with the sharpest wit. 
It is however, horribly boring. I wrote the 
author during this time asking where the fuck 
was the enthusiasm, the good bands, the clut-
tered layout. The fanzines during this era 
looked like a post punk project by some guy 
with glasses that lives in Brooklyn. It was a 
great read, sometimes funny as well. But it 
was a time when Death Metal needed focus, not 
derision. 
The fourth stage of Isten in the Mick time-
line of events, is the Newsletter period, 
that somehow stretches to this day.  


